The WOW! in Commercial buildings...
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If it’s Commercial,
VELUX can add the WOW!
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Openable VELUX skylights provide natural
light and fresh air at the Bridestowe
Lavender Farm in Tasmania. The farm’s retail
products present better in natural light.

Creative use of VELUX skylights add the WOW to the
Halls Head shopping centre in Mandurah, Western Australia.

McCarthy Homes in Brisbane use
VELUX skylights to inspire clients
in the selection room. Natural light
is the best light to view colours in.

Retail
VELUX skylights do a world of
good for retailers around Australia.
Ambience, fresh air and natural
light are a winning combination for
retailers wanting to create a point
of difference. They save on the
power bills too...
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VELUX dealers know that using
the product sells the product.
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Skylights greet guests and staff
at the VELUX office in Sydney.

McCarthy Homes use VELUX skylights
as a main feature in their head office.

VELUX skylights bring natural
light, fresh air and a sense
of space to small offices.

Office

Research shows that natural
light boosts productivity.

Natural light and fresh air come
at a premium in most office
environments, although the benefits
are obvious. When staff feel better,
they are more productive and have
fewer days off sick. And, of course,
lower power consumption is better
for the environment.

Most days there’s
no need to turn
on the lights in
Hobart Airport’s
administration
building.
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VELUX skylights are used
throughout Maclean’s
sports centre.

Community

VELUX skylights provide the
WOW in the Calypso Bay
Resident’s Leisure Club.
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Fresh air and natural
light in abundance lift
spirits at the Hawthorn
Men’s Shed in Melbourne.

Thanks to 34 VELUX skylights, artificial
light is only needed at night time and on the
occasional rainy day in Maclean’s sports centre
in northern New South Wales.

The benefits of VELUX skylights in
a community setting are as diverse
as the settings they appear in. A
sports centre saves big money on
the power bill, a leisure club uses
VELUX as a design feature, a Men’s
Shed makes clients feel good with
natural light and fresh air.
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More than a metre of snow can fall in a single
night and wind speeds can exceed 200 kph at
Mount Hotham in Victoria. The Arlberg Snow
Resort’s VELUX skylights are made for it.

Hospitality

VELUX skylights add to
the ambience at Mountain
Culture Beer Co., a craft
brewery and restaurant in
the Blue Mountains.

VELUX skylights are perfect for the
hospitality and tourism industries.
Guests who feel good are more likely
to stay longer, come back another
time and tell friends and family
about their experience. Everybody
likes fresh air and natural light...

Openable VELUX
skylights provide light
and ventilation at
Bridestowe Lavender
Farm’s cafe. No air
conditioning is needed.
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Passengers and staff at Armidale Airport have
a clear view to the skies through VELUX skylights.
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80 VELUX skylights bring
natural light to boost creativity
for students at the National
Art School, located at the old
Darlinghurst Gaol in Sydney.

VELUX skylights keep
temperatures down and
spirits up in Bridestowe
Lavender Farm’s warehouse.

Openable VELUX skylights
with blinds control the
climate in a historical
building from 1904,
built as a cool room for
the Bathurst food and
vegetable market.

More
Manufacturing, warehousing,
education...there are many more
commercial applications for VELUX
skylights. Each user has their own
story but a wish to reduce power
bills, increase productivity and protect
the environment are common traits.

Natural light makes
learning easier.
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In the manufacturing industries,
reduced power bills and increased
productivity are key drivers for
the use of VELUX skylights.
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VELUX is Made
for Australia
VELUX is the only skylight that is CodeMark® certified. You won’t
have to spend a second verifying that VELUX products comply with
the National Construction Code of Australia — the CodeMark®
certificate is legally binding evidence of compliance.
VELUX skylights have literally passed every test in the book...
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HEAT & UV TESTED

WATER TESTED

HAIL TESTED

NOISE TESTED

Approx 70% heat block
99% UV block

AS 4285

ASTM E822–2009

AS 1276.1

LOAD TESTED

BUSHFIRE BAL 40

CYCLONE TESTED†

SAFETY TESTED

AS 4285

AS 3959*

AS 4285

AS 1288

* Custom-made flashing required. Opening skylights tested in closed position.
Additional mesh protection may be required for opening apertures.
† Cyclone test not performed with screws provided, requires #8 roofing screws.

Fixed Skylights — FCM

Products
& Sizes

Overall throat
dimension

460 x 870

665 x 665

665 x 870

665 x 970

665 x 1275 665 x 1885

870 x 870

870 x 1275

970 x 970

970 x 1275

1275 x 1275

Size code

FCM 1430

FCM 2222

FCM 2230

FCM 2234

FCM 2246

FCM 3030

FCM 3046

FCM 3434

FCM 3446

FCM 4646

Overall throat
dimension

665 x 665

665 x 970

665 x 1275

870 x 870

870 x 1275

1275 x 1275

Size code

VCM 2222

VCM 2234

VCM 2246

VCM 3030

VCM 3046

VCM 4646

Overall throat
dimension

665 x 665

665 x 970

665 x 1275

870 x 870

870 x 1275

1275 x 665

1275 x 1275

Size code

VCS 2222

VCS 2234

VCS 2246

VCS 3030

VCS 3046

VCS 4622

VCS 4646

FCM 2270

Manual Skylights — VCM

Flat Roof Skylights
Perfect for
commercial applications
Solar Powered Skylights — VCS
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All sizes in mm. Width x Height. Manual and solar powered skylights can only be installed as per orientation depicted above. Custom-made flashing required (not provided by VELUX).
VELUX recommends flat roof skylights are installed with a slight pitch (e.g. 3°–5°) to help reduce condensation build-up and water ponding on the glass.

Try our new
AR app…
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